What is
Key Person
Insurance?

It is an insurance to safeguard your business in
the event of a key person’s death, disability or
significant medical event. The term “key person”
refers to an individual whose contribution to the
success of the business is significant.
Why do I need Key Person Insurance?
The loss of a key person can have a devastating effect on the
financial stability of the business. Key Person Insurance is
designed to pay out a lump sum on the death or disability
of the insured key person, during the length of the policy.
It is paid as a lump sum and could significantly help the
business to recover.
There are many ways to determine the need and quantify
this in dollar terms. The method used will be determined
by what makes the person important to the business. Your
business risk specialist will assist you in this process.
For instance, the person has given a personal guarantee
for a business loan or has given a director’s loan to the
business, then the need is simply the amount outstanding
under the loan.

In other cases, when determining
the need, it may be necessary to
take into account:
- The length of time it would take for
the business to achieve the status
quo prior to the key person’s death
or disability
- The funding required for a
replacement recruit
- Anticipated profit reduction and/or
distribution to investors
Basically, the factors which must
be considered when determining
the need are:
- Possible loss of customers
- Lead time for replacement to be
effective
- Business reputation
- Possible loss of production whilst
training a new employee
- Additional cost of hiring a new
employee
- Loss of credit rating
- Loss of credibility if current orders
cannot be met
- Current loans may be called up
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How does Key Person Insurance Work?
A company purchases an insurance
policy on the key employee,
pays the premiums and is the
beneficiary of the policy. If that
person unexpectedly dies or
becomes disabled, the company
receives the insurance.
From a taxation perspective, when
structuring key person insurance it
is particularly important to be clear
about the purpose of the cover as
this will affect the tax deductibility
of the premiums, as well as the
tax treatment of the insurance
proceeds.
Is the purpose of the insurance
policy to replace capital or
revenue?
If the Trauma or TPD payment is
to replace revenue it is considered
as assessable income. No CGT is
applicable and the premium may
be deductible as an expense.
If the Trauma or TPD payment is
to replace capital (ie. pay down
a guaranteed debt) CGT may be
applicable and the premium may
not be deductible as an expense.

Key Person Insurance Scenario
Mine Pty Ltd is a niche manufacturing business in specialist mining
equipment. Mr. Link (industrial engineer) is employed by Mine Pty Ltd
for his designing and developing expertise. The company’s sales rely
on these customised machinery.
After recent discussions, the shareholders have realised that their
business relies on Mr Link’s expertise and design capabilities. If he
were to become critically ill or die during the next 3-5 years, their
business could suffer and they could potentially lose up to 30%
of their profits. In addition, they may have to recruit and retrain a
replacement, which could take at least 1-2 years.

Scenario 1
They decide to take out a
Key Person Protection Plan,
which would provide the
funds to deal with these
problems should anything
happen to Mr Link. With
Key Person Protection in
place – Mine Pty Ltd own
the policy on Mr Links.

Scenario 2
Without Key Person
Protection in place.

MR LINK DIES
Policy Proceeds paid
direct to Mine P/L
Mine P/L
has funds to
maintain
profits

Mine P/L
has funds to
recruit/train
replacement

MR LINK DIES
Insurance cover not available
to maintain the business
Loss of
customers and
or reputation
in the market

Shareholders
may have to
put in personal
funds

Loss of
confidence
from creditors

For more information please call us 03 8544 1604
or send an email to our friendly staff at info@fitzpatrick.com.au
GENERAL DISCLAIMER: Any advice in this publication is of a general nature only and has not been tailored to your personal circumstances. Please seek personal advice prior to acting on this

information. Before making a decision to acquire a financial product, you should obtain and read the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) relating to that product. The information in this document
reflects our understanding of existing legislation, proposed legislation, rulings etc as at the date of issue. In some cases the information has been provided to us by third parties. While it is believed the
information is accurate and reliable, this is not guaranteed in any way. Opinions constitute our judgement at the time of issue and are subject to change. Neither, the Licensee, nor their employees or
directors give any warranty of accuracy, nor accept any responsibility for errors or omissions in this document. Fitzpatrick Financial Services Pty Ltd are Authorised Representatives of Bombora Advice
Pty Ltd ABN 40 156 250 565, an Australian Financial Services Licensee, Registered office Level 15, 390 St Kilda Road Melbourne VIC 3004 AFSL 439065.
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